
Pivot.City Blockchain and SOE Trials 

Pivot.City Engage-2-Earn is a service designed to promote regional interoperability. It relies on the 
consensus of a hub-and-spoke system within a market network. The value is delivered through a 
business architecture that emphasizes established pathways leveraging the Pivot.City Vendor Lab 
Methodology. A certifying agency is required to grow the market network of public/private partners. 
The benefits and features of the program include a referral system, education cohorts, reporting, 
and an optional verification tool. There are three components of the service: business architecture, 
market network, and vendor lab method. 
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The Node: Pivot.City serves as the centering point for Engage-2-Earn and Vendor Lab activites. 
These are activities that have been developed by the Pivot.City team specific for use with our 
technologies.  

The Hub: In the hub and spoke model, the hub is responsible for assigning which partners will 
facilitate activities such as online classroom management, business development (BD), clinics (CL), 
technical assistance (TA), and/or accepted training/education (TE). 

1. Hubs can setup folders for their vendors upload/download, be notified, & ask questions 
2. Hubs can assign spokes to the folders with varying permissions 
3. Hubs can track/trace access to folder: views, uploads, & downloads 
4. Example: JSEB Notifications | Communication can be enabled 
5. Hubs can send Q&A to Spokes (Viewer Permissioned) 
6. Hubs can view Participant PoW encrypted files: 

1.  JSEB Iteration: Application* | BMC  | Cap Stmt* | Financial | Reviewer 
2.  JSEB Registration   |   Log In 
3.  JTA Iteration:  JTA Web App |  BMC | Cap Stmt* | Financial | Reviewer  

The Spoke: The hub can execute any of the spoke activities if they choose. The spoke is typically a 
partner that can execute a task and/or assist in the recruitment of participants that may want to 
engage with the host. Hubs/Spokes leverage the Pivot.City LMS as an entry point. Onboarding 
requires spoke engagement and a program 
code. 

 

 

 

 

https://pcty-e2e.sharefile.com/f/focd4820-a7b8-4ee6-9e9d-1be68169fb7b
https://pcty-e2e.sharefile.com/f/foe3c5f8-7786-4beb-9249-f54fe068f1a4
https://pcty-e2e.sharefile.com/share/workflows/08a2aad8-5714-44d5-84c2-9ef9308796af
https://pcty-e2e.sharefile.com/f/fo551221-079e-42ff-9e25-f8e23f25d1b6
https://pcty-e2e.sharefile.com/share/workflows/0776f73e-b4ae-4290-a92a-5e92cdaf045b
https://pcty-e2e.sharefile.com/share/workflows/f1494402-975c-4bf7-81c4-27e15fb3965e
https://go2.pivot.city/register/city-of-jacksonville-jseb
https://go2.pivot.city/login/city-of-jacksonville-jseb
https://procurement.jtafla.com/
https://pcty-e2e.sharefile.com/share/workflows/08a2aad8-5714-44d5-84c2-9ef9308796af
https://pcty-e2e.sharefile.com/f/fo551221-079e-42ff-9e25-f8e23f25d1b6
https://pcty-e2e.sharefile.com/share/workflows/0776f73e-b4ae-4290-a92a-5e92cdaf045b
https://pcty-e2e.sharefile.com/share/workflows/f1494402-975c-4bf7-81c4-27e15fb3965e
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Pivot.City Vendor Lab Protocol Enablers 

The protocol is an engage-to-earn service for vendor development. The service offers social 
infrastructure (ESI) to promote interoperability between regional partners. There is required LMS 
engagement to earn submission credentials for regional programming. 

• Value Chain 
• Enabler: Pivot.CitySM BAMN Assessment 
• Enabler: Pivot.CitySM Social Infrastructure (Use Case) 

o Channel, Network, & Process Innovation 
o SoE vs SoR (Project/LMS) 
o Strateic Alignment Maturity Modeling 

 

 

https://crobinson-v4.s3.amazonaws.com/public/michael-porters-value-chain-6d6ac5e791a335897bc525f891ea2c56.png
https://crobinson-v4.s3.amazonaws.com/public/pivot-city-bamn-1-92f68c5573c660a3206a3e3741d0d78a.png
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Pivot.City Entrepreneurial System of Engagement (ESoE): The Network of Trusts represents 
elements of both a marketplace and a network as they execute the Pivot.City Engage-To-Earn Model 
activities: CashFlow PreAccelerator and Pivot.City Vendor Labs. 
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Pivot.CitySM  HYBRID GPTs: START  |  PIVOT  | DATA PATHWAYS  |  ACCELERATION  | 

Visit: Pivot.CitySM  GPT  

Objective: Assist entrepreneurs and innovators in real time building a pitch based on their InoVet.it 
Canvas 

Directions: Type individual questions as a message to Pivot.City GPT 

1. What is the purpose of the InoVet.it canvas? 
2. Summarize difference between the InoVet.it Canvas versus Value Proposition Canvas versus 

Business Model Canvas 
3. If the problem I am addressing is __________, provide up to five solutions to address the 

problem.  
4. Identify groups and participants who may have this problem and provide three customer 

personas.  
5. Recommend activities that support validating problem-solution fit for those personas. 
6. Build a 2 minute entrepreneur pitch using the framework of the Inovet.it Canvas for (my 

product) in the _____ industry. 

Visit: Pivot.CitySM GPT 

Objective: Assist innovators in real time building strategy using a FLIPSS Canvas 

Directions: Type individual questions as a message to Pivot.City GPT 

1. Compare contrast the Business Model Canvas, Lean Canvas, FLIPSS Canvas, Inovet.it 
Canvas, and Value Proposition Canvas. 

2. Compare and contrast business plan, business model, and business strategy. Then 
summarize how the FLIPSS Canvas and the Inovet.it canvas can contribute to each. 

3. List business cycles and stages of innovators journey then recommend which canvas to use 
for each. 

4. Recommend steps entrepreneurs should take when pursuing concept acceptance, business 
model acceptance, product-market fitness, problem-solution fitness, and value hypothesis 
acceptance. Then summarize those in each of the elements of the FLIPSS Canvas. 

5. Summarize in the context of the FLIPSS Canvas a strategy for launching a new business 
concept of " your idea" in the "your industry" industry for "problem you are solving" 

6. Pitch Prep: 
1. Build a 2 minute entrepreneur pitch using the framework of the FLIPSS Canvas for 

(my product) in the _____ industry. 
2. Build a 2 minute entrepreneur pitch using the framework of the Business 

Model Canvas for (my product) in the _____ industry. 

Visit: Pivot.CitySM GPT 

Objective: A network for leveraging the The Innovator's Journey Unified Modeling Language to 
accelerate and educate entrepreneurial/innovation ecosystem participants. 

Directions: Type individual questions as a message to Pivot.City GPT 

https://chat.openai.com/g/g-9aia4iMXe-pivot-city-gpt-inj-start-descend
https://chat.openai.com/g/g-9aia4iMXe-pivot-city-gpt-inj-start-descend
https://chat.openai.com/g/g-9aia4iMXe-pivot-city-gpt-inj-start-descend
https://chat.openai.com/g/g-9aia4iMXe-pivot-city-gpt-inj-start-descend
https://chat.openai.com/g/g-9aia4iMXe-pivot-city-gpt-inj-start-descend
https://chat.openai.com/g/g-9aia4iMXe-pivot-city-gpt-inj-start-descend
https://chat.openai.com/g/g-9aia4iMXe-pivot-city-gpt-inj-start-descend
https://chat.openai.com/g/g-9aia4iMXe-pivot-city-gpt-inj-start-descend
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1. What is the innovator’s journey? 
2. What are the different types of entrepreneurs? 
3. What are the stages of the business life cycle? 
4. Choose your interest for Step 6 prompt: Business model pivot, Competitor pivot, Customer 

pivot, Feature pivot, Funding pivot, Market Pivot, Marketing channel pivot, Revenue model 
pivot, Supply chain pivot, Technology pivot 

5. Distinguish between business model canvas, lean canvas, and disciplined entrepreneurship. 
6. Prompt: Copy, complete, and paste this prompt after you have searched all five questions. 

Fill in the blanks based on responses from questions 1-5. From the perspective of a ______ 
entrepreneur, who is in the ______ stage of the business cycle, summarize in 5-7 step 
recommendations for a business in the ______ industry looking to make a _______ pivot. Then 
make recommendations for completing a business model canvas. 

7. P.I.V.O.T. Rating 
8. PIVOT Sheet 
9. Make recommendations for small business access to capital. 
10. Organize in a table. 

Visit: Pivot.CitySM GPT 

Objective: Assist innovators building an entrepreneurial thesis and prep for an accelerator 

Directions: Type individual questions as a message to Pivot.City GPT 

1. How would I use the Field Guide to InJ to support my thesis? 
2. How would I use the Field Guide to LCI to support my thesis? 
3. How would I use the FLIPSS Canvas and Inovet.it Canvas to support my thesis? 
4. Provide use cases for EPMN. 
5. Guide me in developing a thesis. 

 

https://chat.openai.com/g/g-9aia4iMXe-pivot-city-gpt-inj-start-descend
https://chat.openai.com/g/g-9aia4iMXe-pivot-city-gpt-inj-start-descend

